
 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIFORM LIST 

 SUPPLIER PRICE 
(NEW) 

PRE 
RECEPTION 

PRE PREP  
(REC – YEAR 2) 

PREP  
(YEARS 3 - 6) 

MAIN UNIFORM   BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS 

         

Cardinal red 
school blazer 

BGS  £80.00       

Navy school coat BGS £30.00       

BGS red fleece BGS £20.00       

Navy/cardinal red 
stripe cardigan  
OR  pullover  

BGS £20.00       

Navy tunic/ 
pinafore dress 

BGS £28.00       

Navy kilt style skirt BGS £32.00       

Blue/white 
pinstripe shirt  
(long sleeve) 
Autumn & Spring 

BGS £20.00       

Blue/white 
pinstripe shirt 
(short sleeve ) - 
Summer 

BGS £20.00       
(Y5 & 6) 

Blue/white 
pinstripe summer 
dress (worn with 
white ankle socks) 

BGS £28.00       
(Rec – 

Y4 only) 

Navy tights EXTERNAL        

Navy knee socks  BGS £6.50       

Navy ankle socks 
(worn with skirt) - 
Summer 

EXTERNAL        
(Y5 & 6 

Charcoal grey 
trousers (worn 
with  grey ankle 
socks) 
OR  

BGS/EXTERNAL        

Charcoal grey 
shorts (worn with 
navy knee length   
socks) 

BGS/EXTERNAL        

Navy/red stripe 
school tie 

BGS £3.50       

White polo shirt EXTERNAL        

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 SUPPLIER PRICE 
(NEW) 

PRE 
RECEPTION 

PRE PREP  
(REC – YEAR 2) 

PREP  
(YEARS 3 - 6) 

PE UNIFORM   BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS 

         

Cardinal red/navy 
polo shirt 

BGS £13.50 
      

White polo shirt EXTERNAL        

Navy indoor 
shorts 

BGS £7.00 
      

Navy cycle shorts EXTERNAL        

White socks EXTERNAL        

Black indoor 
pumps 

EXTERNAL  
      

Navy swim trunks BGS £10.00       

Navy swimsuit BGS £12.50       

Maroon/navy 
Rugby shirt 

BGS £20.00 
      

Navy/white stripe 
skort 

BGS £15.00 
      

Navy/white stripe  
shorts 

BGS £10.00 
 

      

Navy/red hooped 
socks  

BGS £7.50 
 

      

Navy tracksuit 
trousers  

BGS £20.00 
      

Mouth protector 
gum shield 

EXTERNAL  
      

Shin pads EXTERNAL        

Outdoor trainers EXTERNAL        

Hockey/Lacrosse 
boots 

EXTERNAL  
      

Football boots EXTERNAL        

         
ACCESSORIES         

Draw string bag 
(Swimming) 

BGS £10.00 
      

Navy book bag BGS £8.00       

Navy school 
backpack 

BGS £25.00 
      

Navy school kit 
bag 

BGS £32.00 
      

PLAIN navy ski 
hat/beanie - 
OPTIONAL 
(No patterns or 
,logos) 

EXTERNAL  

      

PLAIN navy 
gloves - 
OPTIONAL 
(No patterns or 
logos) 

EXTERNAL  

      

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Children may return to school in summer uniform after the Easter holiday, although they may prefer to remain in winter 
uniform if the weather is still chilly. Summer uniform must be worn by all pupils from May half term until the end of the 
academic year. Cardigans/jumpers are optional for the summer term but blazers must be worn when travelling to and 
from school.  
 
At the beginning of the academic year in September, children may wear summer uniform if the weather is warm, but 
all children must be in full winter uniform by October half term. 

 
The wearing of jewellery or nail varnish is NOT allowed in school.  
Watches, if worn, must be clearly marked with the owner’s name. Earrings, if worn, should be plain gold or silver studs.  
All children’s hair must be kept neat, tidy and off the face.  Long hair must be tied up, and all hair accessories used 
should be NAVY BLUE.  

  
     Navy or black low heeled shoes (not patent or slip on style). 

 
ALL articles of clothing must be clearly marked with the child’s name, this includes underwear and small items such as   
socks, gloves etc. 
 
Please contact the School office for all uniform enquiries, including access to the Second Hand Uniform shop 

 
 


